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We are interested in compressing a binary sequence not all of whose bits are
important (some can be replaced).
Proposition. Let s be a data sequence drawn i.i.d. Bernoulli with parameter ps ≤
1
2 . Let q be a side-information sequence drawn i.i.d. Bernoulli with parameter pq ,
independent of s, interpreted as “care/don’t care” markers on s. (qi = 1 means si
must be preserved; qi = 0 means si can be replaced.) Let s̃ be the modified random
sequence obtained after applying some fill-in scheme f to s. On average, any fill-in
scheme that only looks at the past (or only the future) of the data sequence cannot
do better than “0-filling” in entropy rate.
Remark. The idea is, if the fill-in scheme only depends on the past (i.e. a causal /
streaming scheme), then any bit that the side-information says cannot be changed
will still be independent of all previous bits even if some of those previous bits were
modified. So the entropy rate cannot be driven below the innovation arising from
the occurrence of unchangeable bits.
Proof. The following inequality holds:
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where s̃n−1
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, q) expresses the causality constraint on the data se1
1
quence.
The entropy rate of s̃ is defined as limn→∞ H(s̃n |s̃n−1
).
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The last expression is therefore the lower bound on the entropy rate. It corresponds
to a fill-in scheme that throws all the weight onto the more probable data symbol
if a bit can be changed, in other words, “0-filling.”
□
Remark. “0-filling” is a causal fill-in scheme, therefore, it is the best causal fill-in
scheme. An optimal fill-in scheme not subject to constraints should reach an entropy
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rate of pq Hb (ps ) ≤ Hb (pq ps ) [1], equal to that of encoding only the unchangeable
bits, but it would require some non-causality.
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